How To Plan A Blog Post

In 10 Minutes
So You Can Write It Better And Faster
THE ULTIMATE CHECKLIST
Here are 5 ways you can plan an awesome blog post in 10 minutes or less. We challenge you to
try all 5. After all, you’ll never know what might work better than the way you do things today if
you never try anything new. Plus, this will definitely keep things interesting!

Method 1: Keep An Idea File For Posts
Create a place to write down your blog post ideas so you have them to pull from in the future. You could
do this in a multitude of software programs, in a journal, or even on your phone.
Topic or idea:
Possible headlines:
How did you come up with the idea?
Any story that may fit with this idea:
The key message you want to communicate in the post or major bullet points:
Image ideas:
Did you save the link to the source of inspiration?
Did you save the embed code for the social media post that inspired you?

Method 2: Set A Timer
Using a timer is merely a faster, more effective way of time blocking tasks. This method puts on the
pressure of a deadline to help you tune out all distractions, focus, and get things done in a much shorter
amount of time than normal.
Choose one topic, set a timer for 3 minutes, and brainstorm as many headlines as you can on that single topic.
Set the timer for 1 minute and in that time, review each headline, circling the best ones (shoot for at least two
or three).
Set the timer for 6 minutes. Quickly outline the blog post content for each headline. List what content to include,
image ideas, story ideas, key messages to communicate, the problem it solves, and why someone should care. If
something doesn't come to you for a headline right away, skip it and move on.

Method 3: Speak Your Post
If you can't write down your ideas, or you simply don't like writing—that's okay! You can still create blog
content regularly without writing. All you need to do is speak.
Record yourself talking through an idea.
Transcribe the idea into text.
Edit your transcription into an outline.

Method 4: Start With Imagery
If you're a visual person who is inspired more by imagery, it's okay to start there, too.
Set a timer for 4 minutes, visit your favorite stock photo site, and search for images on your topic. For every image you
find that gives you a post idea, note the image number, and either add it to a lightbox or download it. When the timer
buzzes, stop.
Set the timer again for 6 minutes and write down the headline or post topic and all the notes, thoughts, and ideas you
have for each image. (Use the same list I shared with you on #1.)
Topic or idea:
Possible headlines:
How did you come up with the idea?
Any story that may fit with this idea:
The key message you want to communicate in the post or major bullet points:

Method 5: Grab A Pencil
Some people just find that their creativity flows faster and easier on paper instead of in front of a screen.
If this is true for you, own it.
Get your pen or pencil and paper and find a comfortable, quiet, cozy spot free from distractions.
Set a timer for ten minutes.
Write down the topic a blog post topic at the top of your paper.
Then write down everything you think of—possible headlines, stories, examples, bullet points, key messages,
problems and solutions, resources, and more.
Write until the timer runs out.

Are you ready to turn your ideas into content?
Plan them with CoSchedule—the world’s only content marketing
and social media editorial calendar for WordPress.

The Calendar Challenge
For 3 weeks, 21 days, set aside 10 minutes each day to complete this exercise, writing down
a different topic each day. Not only will your writing get better and you'll get faster at
generating ideas, but 21 days is the length of time it takes to create a habit. Creating a habit
of daily writing and idea generation will benefit both your business and your blog.

Congrats! After 21 days you have your habit.

HEAR THE RAVES
You just created a fantastic piece of content.
Awesome.
Now, before you go ahead and share it with your audience, follow this social media plan
template to make sure you’re actually participating in the conversation.

First, the basics (you knew this was coming!)
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Go ahead, search a bit, and write ‘em down (networks,guest
groups,contributors,
forums, lists, blogs,
etc.)make
on a regular basis. It is a one-stop
sure we are amplifying our blog
solution, since I can post to every
posts with social media. For
social media channel from within
me, CoSchedule does all that
WordPress. It is simple, elegant,
perfectly. It’s like magic for my
and an indispensable part of my
blog!”
toolbox.
Find out where your audience is actually hanging out on social media:

— Michael Hyatt , New York Times
Bestselling Author of Platform:
Get Noticed in a Noisy World

—Jay Baer, Convince & Convert
Bestselling Author of YouTility:
Why Smart Marketing Is About
Help Not Hype

Plan how you’ll share your content.
For every hour you write your content, spend 15 minutes sharing it.

Share what you already know will be successful.
Make sure your social media messages connect with at least one of these things:
This message supports a cause my audience can get behind.
This message helps my audience connect with others.
This message helps my audience feel involved in the industry.
This message entertains my audience.

